
a world of
colour
Wienerberger
Glazed Bricks



Get creative with bold and 
beautiful glazed bricks
Explore the eye-catching design potential of a high gloss facade 
finish with the Wienerberger glazed brick range.

With both a core range of glazed bricks and the option to create 
your own bespoke design, Wienerberger offers the versatility you 
need to deliver projects that are creative, colourful and inspired.

Not only do glazed bricks create a stunning effect, but their high 
gloss ceramic finish also protects the brick, meaning that the 
brickwork is easy to maintain and durable in a variety of weather 
conditions. Both beautiful and practical, Wienerberger glazed 
bricks will ensure that the finished structure stays vibrant and true 
to the original design for the lifetime of the building.



Why use glazed bricks?
Popular in both exterior and interior design during the Victorian 
and Edwardian periods, glazed bricks share the inherent design 
versatility we enjoy with standard bricks, allowing for architects 
and designers to bring an extra flourish to a scheme.

Exterior glazed bricks can be used for a full facade to create an 
impressive and impactful structure, or to used selectively to draw 
the eye to specific building features. 

So whether you are looking to achieve a bold modern look or pay 
tribute to historic Victorian or Edwardian architecture, we have a 
glazed brick option to help you reach your design goals.



In addition to the core range, our bespoke glazed brick offers 
endless possibilities for creating a unique facade design.

By collaborating with us you can create glazed bricks in bespoke 
shapes, sizes and colours. We can even provide our special 
shaped brick range with a fully customised glazed face to match 
standard sized bricks for a seamless effect on the facade.

“COLOURS, TEXTURES,
BRIGHTNESS LEVELS AND METALLICS:
THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS.”



Our glazed bricks are available in two powerful and inspiring ranges: 
Crystal and Pearl. Each has its own character and is manufactured 
as extruded bricks.

Looking to create a statement facade with a glazed brick finish? Our 
Crystal range of high specification facing bricks features a spectrum 
of 12 opaque shades, including brights and neutrals. 

The Pearl collection offers a palette of colours from bold and vibrant 
to subtle and understated.

Available in 9 captivating shades, these high specification facing 
bricks of unrivalled quality feature a slightly translucent and high shine 
glaze for a soft and radiant effect.The Pearl collection offers a palette 
of colours from bold and vibrant to subtle and understated.
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LONDON WHITE HELSINKI WHITE CALIFORNIA LIGHT GREYVIENNA LIGHT GREY AKOYA GREY SRI LANKA DARK GREYOSLO DARK GREY

STOCKHOLM BROWN MADRID RED PANAMA BLUE

BERLIN BLACK ARABIA BROWN

ATHENS BLUE

DUBLIN LIGHT GREEN AMSTERDAM GREEN TAHITI GREEN PERSIA REDLISBON YELLOW

PARIS LIGHT BLUE OCEANIA DARK BLUE MALAYSIA LIGHT GREEN



Requesting a sample
Interested in a product? 
 
We’re delighted to say that samples of 
our glazed brick collection are available to 
order through Swatchbox, who will send 
your chosen samples to your door for free 
and within two days. To order your sample, 
simply visit our website and choose your 
designs

https://www.wienerberger.co.uk/products/brick/glazed-bricks.html


 | CRYSTAL RANGE

london  
white



 | CRYSTAL RANGE

athens  
blue



 | CRYSTAL RANGE

paris  
light blue
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helsinki  
white



 | CRYSTAL RANGE

oslo dark  
grey
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stockholm 
brown



 | CRYSTAL RANGE

vienna 
light grey
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madrid 
red



 | CRYSTAL RANGE

berlin 
black



 | CRYSTAL RANGE

lisbon 
yellow



 | CRYSTAL RANGE

amsterdam 
green



 | CRYSTAL RANGE

dublin 
light green



 | PEARL RANGE

akoya  
grey
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tahiti 
green
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sri lanka  
dark grey
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california 
light grey



 | PEARL RANGE

oceania
dark blue



 | PEARL RANGE

persia
red



 | PEARL RANGE

panama
blue



 | PEARL RANGE

arabia
brown



 | PEARL RANGE

malaysia
light green



Inspired by the waterfront high rises of Manhattan and Chicago, 
Glenn Howells Architects used the eye-catching shine of glazed 
bricks to achieve a cosmopolitan, international appeal on the London 
City Island development at Leamouth Peninsula in East London.

 

CREATING STRIKING  
HIGH RISE STRUCTURES



After a decline in popularity of Swansea’s tired high street, this 
regeneration project by Coastal Housing Group had the ambition of 
once again making this area the commercial heart of the city.

The Swansea Urban Village project created new retail units for the 
High Street as well as Wales’ first ‘Creative Cluster’, as part of a 
residentially led city centre mixed use regeneration.

PUTTING STYLE BACK 
INTO THE HIGH STREET



Yotel London City is a 4 star hotel situated within the creative hub 
of Clerkenwell, so its design had to pack an extra punch, whilst also 
representing the Yotel brand and cohesively sitting alongside local 
architecture.

ADDING LUSTRE BOTH 
INSIDE AND OUT



The Wardroper House affordable housing project in the evolving 
Elephant & Castle area of London used contrasting textures on its 
facades - glazed bricks solely on the ground floor of the building, 
with timber cladding on the above floors.

BRINGING LUXURY TO  
AFFORDABLE HOUSING



Green with a sheen was the chosen effect for this eye-catching 
double storey extension at a home in Zurenborg, Belgium.

ENHANCING BEAUTIFUL HOMES



Design and technical services
Wienerberger’s Design Services Department offers specialist design 
and technical expertise, providing effective and helpful advice to 
achieve successful brickwork.

The services offered range from guidance on the most appropriate 
product selection for particular projects and applications through to 
final product specification including current building standards and 
codes of practice, special shaped bricks, bond patterns, movement 
joints and brickwork detailing.

A comprehensive knowledge of special shaped bricks combined 
with the use of CAD software enables us to assist in detailing 
customer requirements where Wienerberger bricks have been 
specified.

For more information contact Design Services at  
wbukdesignservices@wienerberger.com

mailto:wbukdesignservices%40wienerberger.com?subject=


Wienerberger Ltd 
Wienerberger House 
Brooks Drive 
Cheadle Royal Business Park 
Cheadle, Cheshire 
SK8 3SA 
 
 0161 491 8200 

 
 wbukmarketing@wienerberger.com
 @wienerbergeruk
 wienerberger.co.uk/glazed-bricks
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